Conferences and events at the gateway to Munich
Located in the heart of Chiemgau in between Kampenwand Mountain and Lake Chiemsee, Golf
Resort Achental welcomes its guests only 45 minutes by car from Munich and half-an-hour’s drive
from Salzburg.
Conference facilities
The meeting rooms at Golf Resort Achental spread across four floors and offer conference guests lots
of space for undisturbed and concentrated work across more than 1,000 square meters. 19
conference rooms with a surface from 25 to 256 square meters provide the ideal framework for any
occasion: From smaller-scale meetings in the comfortable ambience of the cosy rooms “Stuben” to
large presentations with up to 200 guests in the major conference room “Geigelstein”. Spacious
terraces offer direct access to the outdoors with lots of space e.g. for car presentations. Some
conference rooms are equipped with balconies. The third and fourth floors of the hotel not only
accommodate meeting rooms, but also large break-out spaces. Small exclusive events are ideally
hosted in the individually appointed cosy rooms: With comfortable armchairs, old wooden ceilings,
antler lamps, loden cloth chair covers and hunting trophies, these rooms form the ideal setting for an
intimate dinner or board meeting.
Service
All conference rooms are equipped with free WiFi, air conditioning as well as modern presentation
aids which are – to a large extent – offered free of charge (e.g. video projector, mobile flip chart,
facilitator’s toolbox). Additional equipment (e.g. video camera, speaker and microphone systems,
copy service) are available at a fee. A competent and dedicated contact person ensures personal allround service, cooperates with professional partners on site and takes care of the planning and
implementation of the event.
Supporting programme
Besides excellent meeting rooms, a conference at Golf Resort Achental promises numerous
relaxation opportunities with a great variety in leisure activities. Diversified menus and buffets,
hearty Bavarian delicacies and evening cocktails are on the menu at the two restaurants, three cosy
rooms, the mountain hut and the spacious bar with lounge. After an event, conference guests find
relaxation and athletic pursuits in the 2,000 square meter wellness area with two pools, five saunas,
a relaxation area and spa, within the spacious garden area, at the 18-hole golf course with training
facilities right next to the hotel or at the gym with state-of-the-art equipment by LifeFitness.
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Conference package
A night in a Comfort Single Room with free Sky-TV, WiFi and non-alcoholic beverages from the
minibar, extensive breakfast, use of the wellness area and free parking at the hotel is available from
129 euros per person. The conference package starts from 63 euros per person and includes the use
of a conference room for the required number of people, free WiFi on the hotel grounds, conference
technology (flip chart, three pin boards, screen, video projector, facilitator’s toolbox, writing pads
and pens as well as a sweet treat on the tables), refreshing coffee break in the morning with fresh
fruit and savoury snacks, a light lunch in the framework of a lunch buffet at the restaurant as well as
a coffee break in the afternoon with sweet pastries
During the fall and winter months a successful conference day is crowned by a walk to the lake house
where mulled wine and pastries await conference guests. Back at the hotel, the rustic-style mountain
hut “Hubertushütte” located within the resort’s garden promises a quaint dinner with regional
specialties.
About Golf Resort Achental
Located in the heart of the Chiemgau region, 4-star-hotel Golf Resort Achental greets guests with 210
mostly newly-refurbished rooms and suites, restaurants, a wine cellar, an open fire bar, lounge and a
wellness building with saunas, swimming pool, fitness centre and Spa. The hotel’s own 18-hole golf
course and golf academy with spacious training facilities are situated directly next to the resort. 19
conference rooms with daylight are available for events and celebrations of all kinds. Lake Chiemsee
and the mountains are in close proximity to the resort and offer manifold leisure opportunities. More
information at www.golf-resort-achental.de
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